Here, r denotes the regeneration rate per day. From equation (1), we have
By integrating both sides of the equation (S2), we have
Finally, the analytical solution of equation (S1) is given by
S2. Supplementary Tables.   Please see Dataset 1 for Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. Supplementary Abbreviations: DM = diabetes mellitus; T-bil = total bilirubin; Alb = albumin; Child = Child-Pugh score; Liver volume = pre-operative liver volume; Blood loss = intraoperative blood loss; Biliary = postoperative biliary complication; Resect = resection level *Statistically significant according to Pearson's correlation analyses. Supplementary Table 10 . Comparison of the number of patients who were predicted to proceed in the positive or negative direction by using initial points versus overall time series points (n=123).
Overall time points Initial points (0.0015,0.0022), N(0.00042,0.0007), N(00001,0.0002), N(0.000033,0.000035), N(-0.0033,0.0095), N(-0.0001,0.0001), N(-0.00075,0.0012), and N(-0.00001,0.001) in A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H, respectively. N(µ, σ) represents a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ.
Supplementary Figure 3 . Representative trajectories proceeding further in the positive or negative direction that are not governed by the initial direction.
A and B) Trajectories in cases whose regeneration rates were estimated to be positive despite the initial decrease in their liver volumes but the increase at later time (ID=24 and ID=125 in Table S1 ). C) A trajectory in case whose regeneration rate was estimated to be negative despite the initial favorable recovery in liver volume but a decrease at later time (ID=22 in Table S1 ).
